
 
GOAL SETTING PLANNER

Achieve
your

goals &
live your
best life! 

 

BEST  L I FE  FORMULA  

by Cameo Bobo 



I believe that I've been a goal achiever my whole life.  It just took me sometime to realize that there
was a formula to achieving goals.  I've gone through times where it seemed as though every goal I
pursued would manifest rather quickly.  But other times, my goals would take longer.  I finally
stopped, and took time to analyze each of my achievements and discovered that I had
unknowingly been using a formula each time I achieved a goal.  I wrote of out the formula and it
became the "Best Life Formula" for Goal Setting. 
 
I begin to consistently use the formula. The result? I'm achieving goals every 90 days and living my
best life. It's time that I share my Best Life Formula for Goal Setting with you.  

Living your best IS achieving your goals.  This is a great discovery as to the reason why so many
people are not living their best lives. It's simply because they are not going after of their goals. 
 Life begins when one decides to identify their goals, create a plan and stay consistent to work
that plan every single day. 

Before we get started, I need you to make a promise. 
 
Promise that you will get out of your own way.  That you will allow your dreams and desires to flow
freely during this webinar.  Don't push down your dreams, desires, or goals due to your current
situation.  Instead, give yourself permission to make your goals a priority. 

 
"There are no limits within your mind except for the ones you create."

 

Promise, that you will get out of your own way? 

How to achieve your goals 
every 90-days & live your best life.

"You deserve to achieve your goals and live your best life. 
My Best Life Formula will show you how."

- Cameo Bobo
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Begin with your imagination. 
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The imagination is a gift that has been given to us but many of us rarely use it correctly.  Most
people spend time thinking about what they don't out of life, rather than on what they do want
in life.  
 
Imagining the right things allows our minds to visualize the life we want. Once the mind can see
it, your mind will automatically lead you to your desires.  
 
We will talk more about this later in the workbook. But for now, LISTEN to this short 2020
visualization exercise. If possible, go to a quiet space, put on earring plugs and Listen here: 

Under the below (6) categories list EVERY goal that comes to mind. 

CAREER GOALS

SPIRITUAL/HEALTH GOALS

Goal Dump
 

Imagine your goals
 



EDUCATION GOALS 

ENTERTAINMMENT/TRAVEL GOALS 

FAMILY/RELATIONSHIPS GOALS 
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FINANCE GOALS 



Select 2-4 goals from the "Goal Dump" that you would like to achieve this
year and list below. 

CAREER GOALS 

SPIRITUAL/HEALTH GOALS 
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EDUCATION 

ENTERTAINMENT/TRAVEL GOALS

Prioritze your goals
 

FAMILY/RELATIONSHIPS GOALS 

FINANCE GOALS 
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Next, organize your goals and decide which goals you will work on each
quarter of the year. 

 QUARTER 1-  JANUARY,  FEBRUARY,  MARCH  

Organize your goals 

QUARTER 2 -  APRIL,  MAY,  JUNE 

QUARTER 3 -  JULY,  AUGUST,  SEPTEMBER 

QUARTER 4 -  OCTOBER,NOVEMBER,DECEMBER 
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The I.C.T. Rule  

Bring about the manifestation of your goals, by using the I.C.T. Rule:
Imagine, Confess and Talk.  

 
IMAGINE: 

Daily spend time imagining your goals manifesting.  Get to
where you literally see yourself accomplishing your goals. 

 
CONFESS: 

Write confessions & recite them daily. Also record yourself
speaking the confessions and listen to the recording daily

 
TALK: 

Talk about your goals.
Choose wisely who you talk to about your goals. Everyone may

not understand and be supportive. 
 

Getting clear on what you want out of life and what goals need to be accomplished can be
a lot of work. But in end, you will have the life balance required for to live your best life. 
 
Now we're ready to create goal action plans. But first allow me to share The I.C.T. Rule.



Confessions 
I know that I have the ability to achieve MY purpose in life. Therefore, I
demand of myself persistent action towards its attainment. And I promise
MYSELF that I will take the necessary actions. 
 
I realize that the dominating thoughts of my mind will eventually produce
physical action and gradually transform into physical reality. Therefore,
daily I will imagine my goals being achieved. I  intentionally set aside time
each day to this. For I realize that each time I imagine my goal, I renew my
mind to that reality.
 
 I will begin by concentrating 10 minutes daily, reviewing my goals and
imagining my goals. I will create a clear mental picture of myself
accomplishing each goal. 
 
In this very moment I am Smart, Bold, and Confident enough to achieve my
goals. 
 
I love myself and I have been marked by God to be a success. 
 
I live in the present moment and my past does not dictate my future.
 
I am a loving, positive, wise, humble person who possess a high sense of
integrity. 
 
All of my needs and desires are met and I am always able to give on every
occasion. I am a giver.



STEP FIVE:  CREATE YOUR ACTION PLAN

GOAL:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

Achieving this goal will make me feel:___________________________________________________________________________

 

Resources needed to complete this goal:________________________________________________________________________

 

 

1

2

3

4

5

Date I will complete goal:_________________________________________________________________________________________

 

Create Your Action Plan
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